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Abstract. Nucleon induced nuclear reactions in microelectronic devices is a real concern for the radiation community. These nuclear reactions can provoke failures in critical applications in planes and satellites. Nuclear codes are very powerful tools which are required to calculate the number of failures of a given device in a given environment. We present the MC-RED code which is dedicated to the Monte Carlo description of nuclear reactions in microelectronic devices. We also show how its results can be used to calculate the failure rate.

1 Introduction

Neutrons and protons, which are naturally present in atmosphere [1, 2] and space [3] respectively, are able to induce nuclear reactions in microelectronics devices [4]. These reactions lead to the production of secondary ions, which ionize the matter. The produced electron-hole pairs are then likely to modify the behaviour of the device and various failure kinds can occur [5–9]. Nuclear codes are needed to determine the energy deposited in a given microcircuit. Then it is possible to predict the reliability of a given electronic device in a given environment. We present the MC-RED (Monte Carlo Recoil Energy Determination) code dedicated to the nuclear reactions induced in microelectronics. This Monte Carlo code provides information about secondary ions produced during nuclear reactions, and especially about the heavy recoiling ion which is known to have the main effect on an electronic device.

2 Nucleons induced nuclear reactions in electronic devices

Two main kinds of device failures can occur, namely the dose effect and the single event effect. As far as the dose effect is concerned, a large amount of ionizing particles contribute all together to the failure. On the contrary, when a single incident particle is involved, the effect is called Single Event Effect (SEE).

Various types of Single Event Effects have been reported. For instance, the Single Event Upset (SEU) denotes a soft failure which upsets a bit memory from a state to another [4, 8]. The failure is called “soft” because the bit can be restored. By contrast the Single Hard Error [10] may cause permanent device damage, which is then called “hard”.

Whatever the kind of SEE occurring in the device (with a nucleon), a nuclear reaction is at play. The occurrence of the SEE is strongly linked to the nature and the energy of the secondary ions produced during this nuclear reaction. Generally, when a nuclear reaction occurs, some light particles are emitted (neutron, proton, alpha...) and one heavy ion remains with a recoil energy. The recoiling ion, which is the most charged among the secondary ions, deposits the highest amount of its energy in the device. Consequently, recoiling ions play a key role in nucleons induced failure in components and the determination of their characteristics is a crucial issue.

3 Use of nuclear codes

The knowledge of the nuclear reactions is necessary if one has to deal with the effect of nucleons on components. In this respect, the nuclear codes are very powerful tools. In a first approximation, it is possible to only consider nuclear reactions with Silicon since it is the most abundant material in an electronic device. Nevertheless, notice that recent studies had shown that other elements in the device can have an incidence on the SEU cross section [11–14].

In order to study these nuclear reactions it is useful to distinguish the elastic reactions from the non elastic ones because they are treated in different ways.

The ECIS code [15] provides all the needed information about the elastic reactions and one can easily obtain the number of electron-hole pairs generated along the recoil track in a given device. As regards non elastic reactions, ECIS only gives the cross section and does not allow defining neither the kind of secondary ions produced nor their energies. A code dedicated to the non elastic reactions is then needed.

A possible approach to treat the non-elastic reactions is the Monte Carlo method. Yet, at each stage of the reaction the recoil nucleus is entirely defined, especially by its direction and by its energy. Some Monte Carlo codes like MCNP [16] could give such information but have not been written to do so and are mainly dedicated to the transport of the incident neutron where the recoiling ion is of no interest.

Based on the Monte Carlo approach, various codes, specifically devoted to nuclear reactions in microcircuits have been developed. For instance, we developed the MCRED code [17] in order to treat the recoil energy at low neutron energy that is from 100 keV up to 200 MeV. For failures concern this energy range has a great importance since the atmospheric neutron spectrum is rapidly decreasing. The code focuses on all secondary ions and gives their nature, their energy and their direction.

An overview of the MC-RED code is given in figure 1. Reactions are treated in two steps: i) the preequilibrium by
using the 1D-exciton model [18] and the phenomenological parameterisation of Kalbach (pickup, stripping and knockout) [19]; and ii) the equilibrium by using the Hauser-Feshbach theory [20]. These models require the knowledge of cross sections and transmission coefficients. For neutrons and protons, they are obtained by using ECIS96 as a subroutine. To run ECIS96, optical model parameters are extracted either from the parameterisation of local optical parameters from Koning [21] or from the global parameterisation of Koning and Delaroche [21]. For deuterons, tritons, helium-3 and alpha particles, optical parameters are built from those of neutrons and protons by using the folding approach of Watanabe [22,23]. Gamma transmission coefficients are linked to the strength functions, which are calculated within the framework of the Generalized Fermi Liquid model (GFL) [24].

The Hauser-Fesbach theory also requires the nuclear level densities. In MC-RED they are calculated by using the Gilbert-Cameron approach [25].

MC-RED allows to build an history of the nuclear reactions with the nature, the energy and the direction of each outgoing secondary ion. Then, this history may be treated with an adapted code whose role is to state, for each nuclear reaction, whether the criterion to trigger a failure is fulfilled or not.

As an example of results obtained with MC-RED, we have plotted in figure 2 the energy spectra of some secondary ions involved in the neutron-silicon reaction at 100 MeV. This kind of results is essential for the prediction tools since the heavy recoiling ion has the highest stopping power and deposit then the highest amount of energy. Nevertheless, modern technologies are more and more sensitive and even light ions such as $\alpha$-particles are able to trigger upsets in a modern technology. This issue is all the more crucial since $\alpha$-particles are widely produced during nuclear reactions.
4 Single Event Upset cross section calculations

One crucial issue for SEU cross section calculations is the way a nuclear reaction is able to trigger a failure. A common criterion is to assume that each bit of a memory has a region which is sensitive to ionization. In other words, a bit is upset if at least the critical energy is deposited in a sensitive volume. Both the critical energy and the sensitive volume sizes depend on the technology and the kind of memory and can be determined with the help of device simulation tools.

Once these parameters are known, it is possible to calculate the SEU cross section associated to a given device. To do so, nuclear reactions are triggered by the Monte Carlo method in the device. The directions and the energy of the secondary ions are known and one can determine whether a secondary ion crosses a sensitive volume or not. If yes, the energy deposited in the sensitive volume is calculated and compared to the critical one. Finally, if $\sigma_{SEU}$ nuclear reactions have upset a bit while $N_{tot}$ nuclear reactions have been triggered in the device, the SEU cross section may be written as follows:

$$\sigma_{SEU}(E_n) = \sigma_{n+Si}(E_n) \frac{N_{SEU}}{N_{tot}} n_{Si},$$

where $\sigma_{n+Si}(E_n)$ is the ion cross section production for the neutron-silicon nuclear reaction at a neutron energy $E_n$, $n_{Si}$ is the number of silicon nuclei in the device. Finally, the Soft Error Rate (SER), which is the number of failures in a given environment per unit time and per bit, is given by:

$$SER = \int \sigma_{SEU}(E) \frac{dN(E)}{dE} dE,$$

where $dN(E)/dE$ is the neutron distribution, in the atmosphere for instance. Figure 3 is an overview of the SER calculation with the needed inputs.

Table 1 shows some calculated SER for four technologies at avionic altitude (12 km). Results are of the same order of magnitude than that observed experimentally. For these devices the SER is typically around $10^{-10}$ SEU/bit/h, that is to say that a 1 Go memory should undergo typically one SEU every hour. Actually, every SEU are not critical and some of them may be corrected. Nevertheless, when several SEU occur simultaneously (multiple bits upset), the problem is a major concern.

5 Conclusions

Neutrons and protons can provoke failures in microcircuits. The occurrence of these failures can be determined either by experiments or by calculations. Experimentally, it is however difficult to have a good accuracy since a long irradiation time is required. In this work, we have focused on the SER calculations. The starting point is a good knowledge of nuclear reactions that is the nature, the energy and the directions of all secondary ions. This information is obtained with the help of nuclear codes. We have presented the MC-RED code, which was specifically developed for microelectronic concern. It gives a history of nuclear reactions, which can be used as an input of SER prediction tools. The current version of MC-RED is based on the composite emission, the 1-D exciton model and the Hauser-Feshbach theory. This kind of code is quite CPU consuming and that is the reason why recent efforts have been made to improve the computational method. We are currently developing the DHORIN code (Detailed History Of Recoil Ions induced by Nucleons), which allows reducing the calculation time. Moreover, the code uses improved models compared to MC-RED, that is 2-D exciton model but also the generalized evaporation model to account for the emission of heavier ions than helium.

Finally, let us emphasize that the Monte Carlo approach gives all the needed information and especially the correlation between secondary ions produced during a nuclear reaction. Some kinds of failures, such as MBU, are yet triggered by several ions in different bits.
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